ABSTRACT
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The problem statement in this research is the Student’s Singing Ability through Drill Method in the Fifth Grade at SDN 81 Kota Tengah Kota Gorontalo improved? The aim of the research is to improve the Student’s Singing Ability through Drill Method in the Fifth Grade at SDN 81 Kota Tengah Kota Gorontalo. The research is the action research which consists of two cycles. The steps of the research are Prepare Step, Action Step, Analysis step, and Evaluation and reflection step. From the first cycle find out that the improvement of the Student’s Ability around 67%, and at the second cycle the student’s Ability improved around 84% from 22 students. The concluded is the Student’s Singing Ability through Drill Method in the Fifth Grade at SDN 81 Kota Tengah Kota Gorontalo improved.
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